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The Safety and Health of the Nursing Care Industry

Let’s learn about the safety
and health of the nursing
care industry today!

First, let’s look at
the occurrences of
work accidents!

Okay!

These are the main causes
of work accidents.

Occurrences of Industrial Accidents

Nursing care involves caring
for the elderly, so we have to
be extra careful about safety
and health.

That’s right!

1

Tripping

3321 people

2

Reaction to motion/Improper motion

3186 people

3

Falls from height

625 people

4

Traffic accidents

543 people

5

Collision

438 people

Reference: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare “2018 Analysis of the Status
of Industrial Injuries/Health and Hygiene Service Industry
(Within Social Welfare Facilities)” (May 2019)

What do caregivers
always keep in mind
when working?

I want to know
that too.

The numbers of trips as well
as reaction to motion/improper
motion are extremely high...

That’s right.
So,
what type of an accident is
reaction to motion or
improper motion?

I’d just bear the pain
if it doesn’t hurt so much…

You shouldn't bear the pain!
As a golden rule, you must
report to your supervisor if
something's wrong.

Most of them are back pain
caused when doing things in
strained postures or movements.

I see.
But, it’s too much trouble to
report every single time…

Hmm?

For example, in the nursing care industry,
workers often hurt their backs when helping
people move out of the wheelchair.

It is dangerous to strain
yourself even when it’s
to help the people at the
facility.

If you’re not feeling
well, you have to
report it!
Do you understand!?

Back pain can become chronic,
so we have to be careful.

Yes, sir!

Also, when the users become
sleepy at night, it’s harder to
assist them than during the day
and care providers tend to work
in strained postures.

So, there are over
3,000 people a year who
trip and fall down.

Correct! This includes
not only one person
falling down,

but also falling with
the elderly person.

Even if it’s at night,
you must report without hesitation
if you feel pain!

How dangerous!

How can we prevent
back pain?
There are several
ways, but…

Now,

First, you should
learn the correct knowledge
and techniques of assisting.

let's look at
On top of that, you should
wear protective gear to protect
your back and use assistive
equipment to reduce strains.

the actual workplace!

CASE 1

Are you here for
a bath?
Please come this way.

Are you going to
take a bath?

Then, let's go
together!

Yes, but you know,
my leg hurts.

Thank you.

No problem.
Please hold on to
my shoulder!

Yes,
I brought him!

Oh no!
The floor is wet!!

!?

The person who just
got out must not have
wiped their body well.

Hold on!
I’m going to
wipe the floor.

Taking a
bath is relaxing,
isn't it?

I love taking
baths too.

Watch out!

Are you
two okay!?

Isn’t it dangerous
to walk with both
hands full?

The floors may
be wet,

so always
remember to watch
your step.

I heard a
loud bang!

Are you
hurt?

Thank you.
I'm fine.

That’s a relief.
Especially in
walkways

Goodbye...!

No, don’t
say that!!

Doctor!

When you’re giving
assistance, you
shouldn’t carry anything
in your hands.

When the floor gets
wet, it’s important to
clean it up frequently.

It’s not a
life-threatening
condition.

You hit your
head and back
a little.

Really!?

Phew,
that's good.
Not good
at all.

You don’t
understand
the danger of
falling down.

If you hit your
head hard, you
may lose your life.
Get your
head checked
just in case.

By the way,
there was nothing
wrong.

CASE 2

Ow...
My back still
hurts

Thank you
for waiting

Hey,
come here!

Okay, let’s move
you to the bed!

You fell down
recently, so don't
overdo yourself.

I must be heavy,
sorry.

I would eat a lot
since I was young,
so I'm big.

No problem,
leave it to me.

It’s a rule here to
assist a big person
with two people.

I can do it
by myself!

This is a rule that
protects your body
and those of the
elderly…

I may not look like it,
but I work out!

Then I'll just
have to force it!

Check out my
power of youth!

Definitely a no.
I'll bring aids, so
wait here.

!?
Here!

He’s heavier
than I thought...!!

No, I don’t want to
inconvenience my
senior, so I’ll do this
myself!

Ahhhh

Are you alright?

I don’t think I can
do this on my own…

Could it be,
you have a
bad back!?

You have to use
assistive devices
when you’re assisting
on your own!
For example, with
this slide board
Acute lower
back pain…
in other words,

you threw out
your back.
Position their center of gravity at the
same level as yours.

Back
support belt

When assisting
well-built people,

Put one side
on top of the bed

From now on,
practice postures that
reduce strain on the
back.

and slide
other side under
their bottom, and
there….

Today,
my back
hurts…

That’s how
easy you can
do it?

Are you okay!?
Pull yourself
together!

use protective gear
and assistive devices
as much as possible.

And, you have to report
without hesitation when
you're not feeling well!

We are
one team.

Finally,
always follow
the rules!
I learned the importance of following the
rules of the facility the
hard way.

CASE 3

In any way,
we have to hurry
or this can be
life-threatening!

Someone!
Come help!

I have to give
first-aid!

What’s
wrong!?
Please call
the doctor!
His stomach
seemed to be
hurting since
morning,

Yes!

Turn the body
on its side

and he just
suddenly...

Something’s
wrong!
He suddenly
vomited!

He’s not
responding!

Secure the
airway

Are you
okay!?

How is the
situation?

He suddenly vomited and he's losing
unconsciousness!

You performed
first-aid

I performed
first-aid.

You…

He may have
caught the norovirus
so we need to run
tests, but…
he should be fine.

Phew
That's good.

Oh, sorry
I was in a hurry…
It’s a big no
to touch vomit
directly.

without wearing a
mask or gloves?

You might have
caught it too.

First-aid is
good,
You
have to get
tested too.
but it’s a rule to not
touch blood, stool, and
vomit with your bare
hands.

Infectious diseases
are scary.

No, you’re
exaggerating.
I’ll be okay
if I just take a
shower.

You’re not
getting it.

[How to Clean Up]

① Put the contaminated bed linen in
a plastic bag and seal it.

③ Always dispose of all masks,

gloves, and paper towels.

As a rule, you have to
wear protective gear
to prevent infectious
diseases!

Do what the
doctor says!

Surgical masks
② Spray contaminated areas with

disinfectant.

Wear designated
masks as specified
by the rules.

Disposable gloves

Wash your hands
with soap, and
thoroughly
disinfect.

Sterilize the contaminated bed linen by
boiling in water or using disinfectants.

Always discard
gloves you have
used once.

Prevent secondary
infections by wearing protective gear!

Gowns and aprons

Never help the person
without gloves or in
your regular clothes!

Test results
are out…

Do not roll up
your sleeves.

You’re
cleared too!
It turned out to be
just a cold, and not
the norovirus.

I learned my lesson
from this incident, and
I will be careful from
now on.

Precautions to Take in the Nursing
Care Industry
Be careful when both
hands are full

Be careful of wet or dirty
floors

Oh no…

Did you see how
there are dangers
lying close by?

If both hands are full, be careful as you
may trip or come across unexpected hazards.

The clumsiness of the
character resembles
someone I know

Hmm?
Are you talking
about me?

Do not assist elders in
strained postures

Wear non-slip shoes and keep in mind to
follow the 4S (refer to the common teaching
materials).

Be careful of infectious
diseases

It is important that each person
follows the rules and remains
mindful to maintain safety and
health at the workplace.

Let’s review the
case studies
once again.

Assisting in strained or unnatural posture will
cause back pain.

Do not touch vomit or excrements directly.
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work accidents
are not someone else’s
problem.
It may happen to you.

Be careful of these things!

Tips for Maintaining Safety
and Health!

Following the rules
means that you are
protecting your body,
family, and livelihood.
Remember that.

Be careful of heatstroke
when assisting elders
during bathing

Ask for help when you
need it

In case something
happens,
it’s also important to
talk with your coworkers
on a daily basis.

Okay!

That’s the spirit!

Baths can become hot and highly humid, so there
are many reports of caregivers coming down with
heat stroke (see the common teaching material).

Make sure to sleep well
after a night shift!

If you come across any trouble, don’t take it all
upon yourself, but consult with your coworkers or
medical specialists.

Do stretches to prevent
back pain!

I’ll keep in mind of
the safety and health,
and do my best every
day!

Fatigue is the root cause of work accidents. Get a
good sleep in a place shielded from the sun after
a night shift.

Prevent back pain by stretching and loosening
your body (refer to the common teaching material).
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Be Aware of the Dangers Existing in the Workplace!

Hazard Prediction Training
(Kiken Yochi Training: KYT)

Let’s think about where dangers exist!

These are the
safety hazards!

Do not clean up
sanitary waste
and vomit with
your bare hands.

It is dangerous to
have things scattered across the
floor.

Do not try too hard
to provide assistance alone.

Let’s see if you can spot any other potential hazards.
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